NORMALIZATION
Database normalization (or normalisation) is the process of
organizing the columns (attributes) and tables (relations) of a
relational database to achieve these goals:
 Eliminating redundancy
 Ensuring data is stored in the correct table
 Eliminating anomalies, caused by poorly planned, unnormalized databases.
TYPES OF ANAMOLIES
An Insert Anomaly occurs when certain attributes cannot be
inserted into the database without the presence of other attributes.
A Delete Anomaly exists when certain attributes are lost because
of the deletion of other attributes.
An Update Anomaly exists when one or more instances of
duplicated data is updated, but not all.

Subject_Code

Faculty

Hall

Hall_size

101

XXX

A1

45

102

YYY

A2

100

103

ZZZ

A3

400

A3

400

103

AAA

We have built a new Hall (e.g. B1) but it has not yet been timetabled
for any subjects. Thus insert anomaly.
Removing Subject Code: 102 from the above table, the details of
room A2 get deleted. Thus delete anomaly.
Improving A3 to 500 will raise update anomaly

FIRST NORMAL FORM (1NF)
First normal form excludes variable repeating fields and groups. A
relation is in first normal form if the domain of each attribute
contains only atomic values, and the value of each attribute
contains only a single value from that domain.
Introduced by Sir E.F.Codd in year 1971 to counter the following
drawbacks of DBMS.
 Eliminate repeating groups in individual tables.
 Create a separate table for each set of related data.

Non-Normalized Form

We re-arrange the relation (table) as below, to convert it to First
Normal Form.

Table in 1NF

Each attribute must contain only a single value from its pre-defined
domain.

SECOND NORMAL FORM (2 NF)
A database is in second normal form if it satisfies the following
conditions:



It is in first normal form
All non-key attributes are fully functional dependent on the
primary key

In a 2NF table, all non-key attributes cannot be dependent on a
subset of the primary key. A table that is in 1st normal form and
contains only a single key as the primary key is automatically in
2nd normal form.

2nd Normal Form Example

This table has a composite primary key [Customer ID, Store ID].
The non-key attribute is [Purchase Location]. In this case,
[Purchase Location] only depends on [Store ID], which is only part
of the primary key. Therefore, this table does not satisfy second
normal form.
To bring this table to second normal form, we break the table into
two tables:

Now, in the table [TABLE_STORE], the column [Purchase
Location] is fully dependent on the primary key of that table, which
is [Store ID].

Third NORMAL FORM (3NF)
A database is in third normal form if it satisfies the following
conditions:



It is in second normal form
There is no transitive functional dependency

By transitive functional dependency, we mean we have the
following relationships in the table: A is functionally dependent on
B, and B is functionally dependent on C. In this case, C is
transitively dependent on A via B.

Consider the following example:
In the table able, [Book ID] determines [Genre ID], and [Genre ID]
determines [Genre Type]. Therefore, [Book ID] determines [Genre
Type] via [Genre ID] and we have transitive functional dependency,
and this structure does not satisfy third normal form.
To bring this table to third normal form, we split the table into two
as follows:

Now all non-key attributes are fully functional dependent only on the
primary key. In [TABLE_BOOK], both [Genre ID] and [Price] are only
dependent on [Book ID]. In [TABLE_GENRE], [Genre Type] is only
dependent on [Genre ID].

BCNF(Boyce–Codd normal form)
BCNF is based on the concept of a determinant. A determinant is
any attribute (simple or composite) on which some other attribute is
fully functionally dependent. A relation is in BCNF is, and only if, every
determinant is a candidate key.
It is also known as 3.5 NF.

FOURTH NORMAL FORM (4NF)
Fourth normal form (4NF) is a level of database normalization where
there are no non-trivial multivalued dependencies other than a
candidate key. MVD is the dependency where one attribute value is
potentially a 'multi-valued fact' about another.
For an example,
Consider employees, skills, and languages, where an employee may
have several skills and several languages. We have two many-tomany relationships, one between employees and skills, and one
between employees and languages.
Under fourth normal form, these two relationships should not be
represented in a single record such as
EMPLOYEE

SKILL

LANGUAGE

Instead, they should be represented in the two records
EMPLOYEE

SKILL

EMPLOYEE

LANGUAGE

FIFTH NORMAL FORM (5NF)
Fifth normal form (5NF), also known as project-join normal form
(PJ/NF) is a level of database normalization designed to reduce
redundancy in relational databases recording multi-valued facts by
isolating semantically related multiple relationships.
A table is said to be in the 5NF if and only if every non-trivial join
dependency in it is implied by the candidate keys.

Transaction management
A database transaction is a sequence of actions that are treated
as a single unit of work. These actions should either complete
entirely or take no effect at all.
Transaction management is an important part of and RDBMS
oriented enterprise applications to ensure data integrity and
consistency.

Process of Transaction
The transaction is executed as a series of reads and writes of
database objects, which are explained below:

Read Operation
To read a database object, it is first brought into main memory from
disk, and then its value is copied into a program variable as shown
in figure.

Write Operation
To write a database object, an in-memory copy of the object is first
modified and then written to disk.

Transaction States
There are the following six states in which a transaction may exist:

Active: The initial state when the transaction has just started
execution.

Partially Committed: This is the state after the final statement of the
transaction is executed. At any given point of time if the transaction is
executing properly, then it is going towards it COMMIT POINT.

Failed:

If the transaction fails for some reason. The temporary
values are no longer required, and the transaction is set to ROLLBACK.
It means that any change made to the database by this transaction
up to the point of the failure must be undone. If the failed transaction
has withdrawn Rs.100/- from account A, then the ROLLBACK
operation should add Rs.100/- to account A.

Aborted: The state after the transaction has been rolled back and
the database has been restored to its state prior to the start of the
transaction.
Committed: The state after successful completion of the transaction.
We cannot abort or rollback a committed transaction.

Terminated: Either committed or aborted, the transaction finally
reaches this state.

ACID PROPERTIES
The concept of transactions can be described with following four
key properties described as ACID:

Atomicity
Either all operations of the transaction are properly reflected
in the database or none are.
For example, in an online airline-booking system, a booking may
consist of 2 separate actions that together form a transaction -paying for the seat, and reserving the seat for the customer who’s
just paid. Business logic dictates that these two, though distinct and
separate actions, must occur together. If one happens without the
other, problems can occur. For example, the system may reserve
the same seat for two separate customers.

Consistency
Ensures that only valid data following all rules and constraints is
written in the database. When a transaction results in invalid data,
the database reverts to its previous state, which abides by all
customary rules and constraints.

Isolation
Although multiple transactions may execute concurrently, each
transaction must be unaware of other concurrently executing
transactions. Intermediate transaction results must be hidden
from other concurrently executed transactions.
For example, through the use of temporary tables. In two-tier
systems, a Transaction Processing (TP) manager is required to
maintain isolation. In n-tier systems (such as multiple websites
attempting to book the last seat on a flight), a combination of stored
procedures and transaction management is required to commit the
booking and send confirmation to the customer

Durability
After a transaction completes successfully, the changes it has
made to the database persist, even if there are system failures.
This means it will survive system failure, and that the database
system has checked the integrity constraints and won't need to
abort the transaction. Many databases implement durability by
writing all transactions into a transaction log that can be played
back to recreate the system state right before a failure.

DATA WAREHOUSE
In computing, a data warehouse (DW or DWH), also known as an
enterprise data warehouse (EDW), is a system used for reporting
and data analysis. DWs are central repositories of integrated data
from one or more disparate sources. They store current and historical
data and are used for creating analytical reports for knowledge
workers throughout the enterprise. Examples of reports could range
from annual and quarterly comparisons and trends to detailed daily
sales analyses.

The data stored in the warehouse is uploaded from the operational
systems (such as marketing, sales, etc., shown in the figure to the
right). The data may pass through an operational data store for
additional operations before it is used in the DW for reporting.

TYPES OF SYSTEMS
Data mart
A data mart is a simple form of a data warehouse that is focused on
a single subject (or functional area), such as sales, finance or
marketing. Data marts are often built and controlled by a single
department within an organization.

Online analytical processing (OLAP)
Data warehouse systems serve users or knowledge workers in the
role of data analysis and decision-making. Such systems can
organize and present data in various formats in order to
accommodate the diverse needs of the different users. These
systems are called on-line analytical processing (OLAP) systems.
The three basic operations in OLAP are: Roll-up (Consolidation),
Drill-down and Slicing & Dicing.

Online Transaction Processing (OLTP)
The job of earlier on-line operational systems was to perform
transaction and query processing. So, they are also termed as online transaction processing systems (OLTP).

Predictive analysis
Predictive analysis is about finding and quantifying hidden patterns
in the data using complex mathematical models that can be used to
predict future outcomes. It is different from OLAP that OLAP focuses
on historical data analysis, while it focuses on the future. These
systems are also used for CRM (Customer Relationship
Management).

OLTP vs. OLAP
Data contents: OLTP system manages current data in too detailed
format. While an OLAP system manages large amounts of
historical data, provides facilities for summarization.
Database design: An OLTP system generally adopts an entity –
relationship data model and an application-oriented database
design. An OLAP system adopts either a star schema or snowflake
model and a subject oriented database design.
View: OLTP system focuses mainly on the current data without
referring to historical data or data in different organizations. In
contrast, OLAP system spans multiple versions of a database
schema. (Star schema)
Access patterns: Access patterns of an OLTP system consist mainly
of short, atomic transactions. Such a system requires concurrency,
control and recovery mechanisms. But, accesses to OLAP systems
are mostly read-only operations, although many could be complex
queries.

PROPERTIES OF A DATA WAREHOUSE
Subject-oriented Data Warehouse is designed based on the major
subject’s areas of the business, rather than the major application
areas of the enterprise. The ultimate necessity is to store decisionsupport data rather than application-oriented data.

Integrated The data in Data Warehouse comes from different
enterprise-wide application source systems. The source data is often
inconsistent in nature. During the Integration process, source data
must be made consistent in Data Warehouse so that the data
becomes homogeneous and uniform.

Time-variant The source data in the Data Warehouse is only
accurate and valid at some point in time or over some time interval.

Non-volatile Data in Data Warehouse is not updated or replaced in
real time but is refreshed from operational systems on a regular
basis. New data is always added incrementally integrating it with the
previous data set.

DATA-MINING
Data mining is the process of finding patterns in a given data set.
These patterns can often provide meaningful and insightful data to
whoever is interested in that data.
Data mining is used today in a wide variety of contexts – in fraud
detection, as an aid in marketing campaigns, and even supermarkets
use it to study their consumers.
Data mining parameters include:


Association - looking for patterns where one event is connected
to another event



Sequence or path analysis - looking for patterns where one
event leads to another later event







Classification - looking for new patterns (May result in a change
in the way the data is organized but that's ok)
Clustering - finding and visually documenting groups of facts
not previously known
Forecasting - discovering patterns in data that can lead to
reasonable predictions about the future (This area of data
mining is known as predictive analytics.)

